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Abstract This study proposes a semi-automatic approach
aimed at detecting conflict in conversations. The approach
is based on statistical techniques capable of identifying
turn-organization regularities associated with conflict. The
only manual step of the process is the segmentation of the
conversations into turns (time intervals during which only
one person talks) and overlapping speech segments (time
intervals during which several persons talk at the same
time). The rest of the process takes place automatically and
the results show that conflictual exchanges can be detected
with Precision and Recall around 70% (the experiments
have been performed over 6 h of political debates). The
approach brings two main benefits: the first is the possibility of analyzing potentially large amounts of conversational data with a limited effort, the second is that the
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model parameters provide indications on what turnregularities are most likely to account for the presence of
conflict.
Keywords Social signal processing  Generative score
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Introduction
Conflict is a mode of interaction that takes place whenever
interacting agents do not share a common goal, but pursue
individual goals, possibly incompatible with one another
[2]. The main subjects of conflict are typically finite
resources or attitude differences with respect to an issue of
interest [19]. In both cases, conflicts might result into
attempts of damaging or limiting the opportunities of
others, with potentially disruptive effects on the life of any
group where conflict takes place [21]. For this reason, this
study proposes a semi-automatic approach for the detection
of conflict in conversations.
Following the Social Signal Processing (SSP) framework [37], the proposed approach relies on extraction and
analysis of non-verbal behavioral cues expected to carry
conflict relevant information (e.g., overlapping speech and
regularities in speaker sequences). The cues are represented in terms of Steady Conversational Periods (SCP),
i.e., time intervals during which the conversation has a
stable configuration (e.g., only one person talks, two
persons talk at the same time, there is silence, etc.). The
use of SCPs is motivated by findings in Conversation
Analysis (CA) showing that turn-organization (who speaks
when and how much) carries information about social
aspects of a conversation [28], possibly including conflicts
[6, 30].
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The analysis approach is based on Generative Score
Spaces (GSS), a recent technique combining both generative and discriminative models, the two main classification
paradigms applied in machine learning [25]. Both generative and discriminative models are specified by probability
distributions and are aimed at mapping objects of interest
(in the case of this work, sequences of conversational turns)
into classes belonging to a predefined set (conflict and nonconflict in this case).
Generative models are typically characterized by a set of
intelligible parameters describing explicitly different classes of data. In the generative modeling, each class receives
its own model, whose learning is class-independent, i.e.,
considers only those elements belonging to that class. The
generative classification fits the test data on each available
model and the one which realizes the best fit determines the
class. The discriminative modeling learns how different
classes can be separated, inferring a interclass separation
hyperplane. The discriminative classification works by
looking where a sample is located with respect to the
separation hyperplane. Discriminative models have, on
average, higher classification performance than generative
approaches, but they fail in providing insights about the
data. GSS approaches try to profit from the advantages of
both paradigms and achieve performances superior to both
(see Sect. 3 for more details).
Automatic analysis of conversations has addressed a
large number of social phenomena, including the recognition of roles [34], the identification of dominant individuals
[18], the analysis of personality [27], etc. (see Sect. 2 for a
brief state-of-the-art). However, to the best of our knowledge, conflict has been so far largely neglected and the few
available works focus on the detection of disagreement [8]
or on the analysis of conflict structures (composition of the
coalitions involved in a conflict) [35]. The application
potential for automatic conflict detection extends beyond
SSP and includes indexing and retrieval of data portraying
social interactions (movies, meetings, etc.), supporting
human–human communication in both co-located and
computer-mediated scenarios, detecting unusual behaviors
in surveillance applications, etc.
The experiments have been performed over a collection
of 13 political debates for a total of 6 h and 27 min of
material. Each SCP in the corpus has been manually
labeled as conflictual or non-conflictual using a physically
based annotation manual [4]. The accuracy, percentage of
time correctly labeled in terms of conflict or lack of it, is
around 80%. This corresponds to precision and recall of
71.7 and 74.0%, respectively, for conflictual SCPs. The
corresponding figures are 86.8 and 85.5% when the SCPs
are non-conflictual.
The rest of the study is organized as follows: Sect. 2
proposes a brief survey of related works, Sect. 3 presents
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the conflict detection approach, Sect. 4 reports on experiments and results, and Sect. 5 draws conclusions and outlines future perspectives.

State-of-the-art
While human sciences have investigated conflict extensively, no major works about the subject are available, to
the best of our knowledge, in the computing community
[37]. On the other hand, automatic analysis of social
interactions attracts increasingly wider attention among
machine intelligence researchers (see [38] for an extensive
survey). Hence, many techniques have been developed for
automatic understanding of non-verbal communication in
social interactions. The rest of this section will provide first
an introduction to the notion of conflict proposed by human
sciences (with particular attention to the effect of conflict
on non-verbal behavior) and then will provide a brief
survey of the major works on automatic CA presented so
far in the computing literature.
Conflict in human sciences
Conflict has been studied extensively in a wide spectrum of
disciplines, including Sociology (e.g., see [24] for social
conflict), Social Psychology (e.g., see [33] for intergroup
conflicts), Psychology (e.g., see [15] for conflict in marriage), Political Sciences (e.g., see [23] for organizational
conflict and [20] for international conflict), and Anthropology (e.g., see [9] for the role of language in conflict).
A full survey of the subject is out of the scope of this study
and the rest of this section will focus on those aspects of the
problem that are most relevant to this work, namely
interpersonal conflict in face-to-face interactions and its
effect on non-verbal behavior.
When it comes to face-to-face communication, conflict
is a ‘‘mode of interaction’’ [2] and it takes place over
resources or attitudes [19]. In the former case, involved
parties aim at maximizing their access to a given resource
at the expense of the others. In the latter case, involved
parties aim at imposing their attitudes, i.e., their beliefs and
value orientations, toward an issue of interest. In both
cases, conflict results from situations where, to a certain
extent, the attainment of the goals of one party precludes
the attainment of the goals of the other parties [1, 19].
Like every other phenomenon related to social interactions, conflict leaves traces in non-verbal communication,
one of the main channels through which people form their
impressions about others and social situations [40]. This
applies in particular to turn-organization, i.e., the way people share and distribute the opportunity of speaking. During
conflictual conversations, overlapping speech becomes both
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longer and more frequent [10, 30], the consequence of a
competition for holding the floor and preventing others from
speaking. In the same vein, higher frequency is observed for
interruptions [32] and speaker changes [10].
Other works have investigated the effect of conflict on
non-verbal cues non-directly related to speech. In particular, the study in [17] shows that certain facial expressions
(fear, disgust, and anger), arms akimbo and lack of symmetry in postures tend to be more frequent during a
conflict. In parallel, the work in [31] shows that eye
glances, direct gaze, self-touching and illustrating gestures
are less frequent during a conflict.
Automatic conversation analysis
Automatic analysis of social phenomena in conversations
has attracted attention only recently in the computing
community. However, the related literature proposes a
large number of approaches aimed at detecting social
phenomena (see [37] for an extensive survey). Several
works have proposed the use of non-verbal cues detectable
through cameras (e.g., gestures, fidgeting, head movements, etc.), but turn-organization typically appears to be
the most reliable source of information whether the goal is
to recognize people personality (see, e.g., [27]), identify
dominant individuals (see, e.g., [18]) predict the outcome
of negotiations (see, e.g., [12]), or recognize the roles
interaction participants play (see, e.g., [29]).
As turn-organization cannot be fully understood without
taking into account its sequential aspects [6], the application of probabilistic sequential models is widespread.
Generative models such as Markov models and extensions
[3, 7, 41] are the main technique for exploiting vocal
behavior cues for social signaling. Turn-taking dynamics
may be effectively modeled as conditional dependencies
among states of one or more stochastic processes [35]. The
common idea is to sample a dialog at fixed time intervals,
to learn a representative model, and to infer over the model
parameters for detecting social aspects of that dialog. In
[41], a two-layer hidden Markov model was employed to
model individual and group actions (e.g., discussions,
presentations, etc.). In [3, 5], the purpose was to detect the
dominant interlocutor through social cues of mimicking.
The authors employed an Observed Influence Model
(OIM), i.e., an aggregate of first-order Markov processes,
each one addressing an interlocutor.
More recently [11, 26], a generative framework has
been proposed aimed at classifying conversation intervals
of variable length (from a few minutes to hours), considering the nature of the people involved within (children, adults) and the main mood. The framework is
basically an OIM, fed by low-level auditory non-verbal
cues, dubbed SCPs (see Sect. 1). These are built on
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duration of continuous slots of silence or speech, and, in
addition, they take into account conversational turn-taking. In practice, SCPs allow one to capture the attitude of
self-selecting for turn-taking even though the interlocutor
has not yet completed his own turn. Further, they also
indirectly model speech planning by characterizing the
tendency to utter short sentences instead of longer
propositions.

Conflict detection process
Figure 1 depicts the overall conflict detection process. The
first step is the extraction of the SCPs, i.e. the segmentation
of the conversation into time intervals during which the
configuration of the conversation is stable (Module 1).
The second step is the generative model learning, i.e. the
training of an ensemble of generative models (Markov
chains in this work) over labeled sequences of SCPs
(Module 2). The third is the representation of the Markov
chains obtained at step 2 in an appropriate GSS (Module 3),
and the fourth is the actual segmetation into conflict and
non-conflict time intervals.
Module 1: SCP extraction
Initially conceived for dyadic conversations [11], the SCP
extraction process has been extended here to an arbitrary
number of speakers as follows: if there are M persons
participating in a conversation, the original audio data is
split into M synchronized sources (one per speaker) that are
segmented into speech and silence intervals (the task has
been performed manually in this work). As a result, the
conversation is represented with M synchronized binary
signals (see Module 1 in Fig. 1) or single processes
1
D,…, cD,…, MD.
The SCP is a turn-organization-based feature built on
the durations of continuous speech or silence intervals. The
SCP extraction process assumes that there is a global
transition of the conversation state whenever a single
process changes its state. The segmentation caused by
global state transitions creates T 9 M different SCPs cOt,
where the apex c [ 1,…, M indexes the single process and
t = 1,…, T enumerates the different time slots where SCPs
have been defined. An SCP cOt can be formally encoded as
a pair \cIt, Lt [ where the first term tells whether the
subject c is talking (= 1) or not (= 0), and the second term
is the temporal duration of the t - th SCP in seconds
(shared across the c processes). Summing Lt over t gives
the duration of the conversation.
For an example of SCP extraction, see Module 1 in
Fig. 1, where the black dots represent speech samples,
while the white ones account for the silence ones.
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corresponding to the number of people talking at the
same time), but also for how stable these configurations
actually are. For a given number P of people talking,
the number of duration clusters must be decided
arbitrarily.
Once the states have been identified, it is possible to
train a Markov model and the parameters provide an
intuitive description of conversation dynamics like, e.g.,
the tendency of listeners to interrupt someone that speaks
for too long or the occurrence of pauses during discussions.
Module 3: generative score space

Fig. 1 The conflict detection approach for a three-person dialog

Module 2: generative model learning
The aim of Module 2 is to exploit the SCP sequence for
capturing the dynamics of the conversation as if it was a
unique joint Markov process.1
The rationale is to represent at time index t with a
certain state St all of the SCPs where the number of
speakers is P, with P [ [0, M], and the duration is in a
given range. While identifying P simply requires to
count the speakers for which c I = 1 (see above), finding suitable duration ranges requires the application of a
Gaussian clustering following the approach proposed in
[11]. In this way, the states account not only for a
particular configuration of the conversation (mainly
1

A first-order ergodic Markov model captures stochastic processes
described by a set of N states St [ {1, …, N}, that occur following a
transition probability P(St|St-1). It is formally defined as a couple
k = \ A, p [ . A is the N 9 N time-invariant transition probability
matrix. The initial state probability distribution p = {pi} represents
the probability of the first state pi = P(S1 = i). The parameters of a
Markov chain can be easily estimated by frequency counts directly
from training state sequences.
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The idea underlying the GSS is to project the parameter set
of an ensemble of generative models onto an Euclidean
vectorial space. In this work, the generative models are
Markov chains trained over conversation segments labeled
as conflict (C) or non-conflict (NC). In the resulting space,
standard data analysis tools can be applied. In our case, we
want to highlight the discriminative power of some subsets
of features in a classification context, and therefore, we
apply a feature selection (or ranking) strategy.
The rationale under the choice of this score space is
that, by using parameters as discriminative features, we
can understand what portions of a model differ from the
other models at hand. For example, capturing the fact
that a particular state transition is strongly discriminant
for a certain class, means that such transition is peculiar
for that model. This property cannot be mimicked by
Fisher score based approaches, where the basic tool is
the differentiation with respect to particular quantities
(i.e., the log-likelihood in the Fisher score), that can
suffer of the so-called ‘‘wrap-around’’ problem, where
very different data points may map to the same derivative (see [25] for an example).
Module 4: segmentation
This step assigns each conversation interval addressed by St
to the C or NC classes. Test sequences {St} are first split
into overlapping subsequences Wt (where t indicates the
first state St) of length H, starting at steps of h time slots.
A Markov model is trained over each Wt and the parameters that have been shown to be more discriminant at
Module 3 are used as features.
The feature vectors are then classified (see next section for
more details about the classifiers) as conflictual or nonconflictual so that each subsequence is assigned two scores
R^C and R^NC accounting for how well they fit each of the two
classes, respectively. As the subsequences are overlapping,
each state St is included in several subsequences and it is thus
assigned several scores. This allows one to assign each
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conversation interval corresponding at state St at time t two
scores (RC(t) and RNC(t)) corresponding to the average of the
R^C ðÞ and R^NC ðÞ scores assigned to each of the subsequences
they belong to (In Fig. 1 an example for RC).
The experiments of this work are based on a general
kernel-based classifier implemented in the kernelc function of the software package PRTOOLS [14]. The output
of the classifier is normalized so that the RC (and RNC)
value is bound between 0 and 1. Thus, it is possible to
reject those Sts for which the scores are lower than a
predefined threshold c that can be interpreted as a level of
confidence.

Experiments and results
The experiments have two main goals: the first is to
identify non-verbal cues most likely to account for conflict in the data at hand, the second is to measure the
conflict detection accuracy of the proposed approach. The
first goal is addressed during the model and feature
selection step, when the approach configuration most
likely to have high accuracy is found (see Sect. 4.2). The
second goal is addressed during the conflict detection
experiments, when the effectiveness of the approach in
spotting conflict is measured over a dataset of political
debates (see Sect. 4.3).
Hence, the experiments are beneficial under two main
respects: the first is that it is possible to verify whether the
approach is sensitive to the same cues as those proposed in
the psychological literature (see Sect. 2). The second is that
the approach can be used to analyze automatically large
amounts of data and, if the accuracy is sufficiently high, it
might become a tool useful to extend the observations of
psychologists over datasets much larger than those used
today.
The data
The experiments have been performed over a subset of the
Canal9 corpus, a collection of television debates broadcast
in Switzerland between 2005 and 2007 [36]. The selected
subset includes the debates with three participants, one
moderator and two guests defending opposite positions
about an issue proposed at the beginning of the emission
(e.g., Are you favorable to the new tourism law?). Overall,
the selected subset includes 13 debates, for a total of 6 h
and 27 min of material.
The debates have been manually segmented into
conflictual and non-conflictual intervals using a physically
based annotation manual [4]. An annotator has assigned the
label C to two consecutive turns when at least one of the
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following phenomena is observed: there is overlapping
speech, the speakers talk faster, or the loudness increases.
In total, 2 h and 5 min have been labeled as Conflict
(32.3%) and the remaining time as Non-Conflict (67.7%).
Since the approach relies on purely non-verbal behavioral cues, the annotators do not understand the language of
the debates (French). This has two main advantages: the
first is that both annotators and approach are sensitive to
the same information (non-verbal cues in this case). Hence,
it is possible to isolate the effect of non-verbal behavior on
both perception and detection of conflict. The second is
that the approach becomes language independent and the
technical adaptation effort required to process data from
different countries can be limited to cultural effects [38].
Model and feature selection
The first part of the experiments was designed to study the
best model setting for the segmentation. This means to
assess the model topology (i.e., the number of durations NP
for each number P of speakers talking at the same time)
and the subset of features in the GSS. For this aim, we
exploited the data labeling of all the conversations but one
that we left out as test sequence. For each labeled conflictual (non-conflictual) segment, we learned a Markov
model, initially using 2 durations (short, long) for
P = 0, 1, 2. Thus, each model produced 36 parameters
(due to the transition matrix2). We projected all the
parameters in the GSS, and we applied Forward Feature
Selection (FFS) based on the 1-nearest neighbor classification criterion. We set an observation window length
H = 90 states St, with overlap h = 85 states, and confidence threshold c = 0.5.
We iterated this process in a Leave-One-Out (LOO)
sense, i.e., inserting the test sequence in the training dataset
and exploiting another sequence of the pool as test. In this
way, we captured in general the best features from a
classification point of view. As a measure of accuracy, we
evaluated both the percentage of states and the amount of
time (in seconds) correctly classified. The latter accounts
more effectively for the quality of the segmentation in
terms of conflictual and non-conflictual exchanges.
We replicated the LOO validation changing the number
of durations per type of state, ranging from 1 (no duration
modeled) to 3 (three different types of duration: short,
medium, and long), exploring all the possible configurations. We obtained the best result considering the following
parametrization: 2 durations for P = 0, 1 duration for
P = 1, and 2 for P = 2.

2

Using only one sequence to train a model, the initial probability
parameter array is meaningless.
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With the best duration parametrization, the feature
selection algorithm picked up two features, namely the
probability of going from a long state of two-person speech
to the state of a single person speech and the probability of
the opposite transition. The feature selection strategy gives
us important insights on the nature of the two conversation
classes: actually, it emerges that the speech overlapping is
discriminant and, in particular, it is discriminating to go/
arrive in a state of long 2-person overlapping speech, in
line with the findings of the psychological literature presented in Sect. 2. In Fig. 2, we show the values of such
transition probabilities, for a particular run of the LOO
validation. As one can see, the selected transitions have
probability 0 for the non-conflictual dialogs. This indicates
that the above transitions are characteristic (have probability [0) for the conflictual class.
Conflict detection results
The second part of the experiments was designed to measure the effectiveness of the approach in actually detecting
conflicts in conversations. Model topology and features
identified in the selection phase (see previous section) have
been retained for these experiments.
The performance is measured in terms of Precision p
and Recall q, where p corresponds to the percentage of
time assigned a given class that actually belongs to that
class, while q corresponds to percentage of time belonging
to a given class that is assigned automatically to that same
class. In both cases, the closer the performance measure to
100%, the better the performance.
In order to validate the classification results, the experiments have been performed using a Leave-One-Out
approach: the classifier is trained over the whole dataset
except one debate and then tested over the debate left out.
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This procedure is repeated and each time a different debate
is left out for test. In this way, the whole database can be
used as a test set while still keeping a rigorous separation
between training and test material.
As for the discriminative classifier, we tested different
options:
–
–
–

kernelc [13]: a classifier based on a kernel or dissimilarity representation defined by Fisher approach;
knnc [16]: a classifier based on k-nearest neighbor rule;
parzenc [22]: a parzen classifier, using the best
smoothing parameter of the kernel;

The best performances were reached by the kernelc
classifier, and we report only these results for brevity.
Table 1 reports the p and q values for c = 0.5 (no
rejection mechanism) and c = 0.75 (states St for which the
classification score is lower or equal than c are rejected). In
this second case, the classifier does not make a decision for
16% of the data time. In accuracy terms (percentage of
time correctly labeled in terms of Conflict and NonConflict), these values correspond to 78.1% (c = 0.5) and
81.6% (c = 0.75). The accuracy when assigning each
conversation portion St to the class with highest prior is
67.7%, the difference with respect to the proposed
approach is statistically significant. The results seem to
suggest that a high c does not change significantly the
performance, thus the classifier tends to make decisions
with high confidence even when they are not correct.
The results reported above are the result of an average
over the whole dataset. Figure 3 shows the results for each
debate separately. Each point corresponds to a pair (p, q)
measured over a specific debate, the value of the coordinates is the average between the values of p and q measured for Conflict and Non-Conflict. In the plot are
considered 9 out of 13 debates. This because in the
remaining four debates (05-10-19, 05-11-02, 05-11-16,
06-01-11) the approach fails completely in segmenting the
conflict part, producing a degenerate precision. Anyway,
considering that in such cases the conflict segments hold
altogether less than the 3% of the entire dialog length, this
lack is negligible. In this respect, the approach seems to fail
simply because conflicts are too short to be detected.

Table 1 The table reports precision and recall for different values of
c (0.5 and 0.75) and for the two classes separately (conflict and nonconflict)

Fig. 2 The values of the selected P(long-overlapping (2 people)
speech—single speech) and P(single speech—long-overlapping
(2 people) speech) of all the training sequences of both the classes
are shown as 2D points
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q (%)
72.0
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Non-conflict (c = 0.5)

83.9

81.4

Conflict (c = 0.75)
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86.8

85.5
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Fig. 3 Averaged precision and accuracy of the single debates, shown
for two different confidence values. Under each point, it is reported
the name of the debate file considered in the database

performance. However, conversations are often captured in
settings where each participant is equipped with a lapel
microphone and, in these conditions, the turn-organization
can be extracted with virtually no error [29].
The results have been obtained over a collection of 13
debates and this limits the amount of material at disposition
to train the classifiers used in the proposed approach. Thus,
the extension of the corpus used in the experiments is one of
the first directions that will be explored to obtain a more
reliable assessment of the performance. Furthermore, the
experiments will be performed no longer over manual
speaker segmentations, but over the turn-organization as it is
extracted automatically from raw conversation recordings.
This requires the investigation of preprocessing steps
capable of identifying interruptions and overlapping speech,
of distinguishing between participants and moderators, etc.
Last, but not least, the annotation is physically based, while it
should be more appropriate to ask assessors when they
actually perceive an interaction being conflictual [4].
To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the very first
works to consider the conflict detection problem, in particular when it comes to situations where the conflict is not
expressed intensely (e.g., by shouting), but through more
subtle behavioral cues like in the case of moderated
debates.
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